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Imagine being able to add a luscious mane of long, flowing hair to your Maya-created action heroine--and then being able to braid it, curl it, and style it to your heat's desire. With Maya 6 and this task-based guide, you can do that and a lot more on the way to creating ever more sophisticated 3D worlds with Alias' newly updated modeling and animation software. In this eagerly anticipated update to everybody's favorite Maya tome, best-selling author Danny Riddell uses a combination of task-based instruction and strong visual aids to take you step by step through all of today's Maya's essentials: Character animation and setup, polygonal modeling, dynamic interaction with Windows, and more. Whether you're a beginning user who wants a thorough introduction to the topic or a more advanced user looking for a convenient reference, you'll find what you need here--in straightforward language and through readily accessible examples, peppered with tons of timesaving tips and tricks.
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Digital Privacy: PRIME - Privacy and Identity Management for EuropeSpringer, 2011


	Information technologies are becoming pervasive and powerful to the point

	that the privacy of citizens is now at risk. Indeed, more and more of our daily

	transactions are conducted electronically and require us to transmit personal

	information. Examples include using an electronic identity card to prove one’s
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Auditor Essentials (Internal Audit and IT Audit)Routledge, 2018

	
		Internal auditors must know many concepts, techniques, control frameworks, and remain knowledgeable despite the many changes occurring in the marketplace and their profession. This easy to use reference makes this process easier and ensures auditors can obtain needed information quickly and accurately. This book consists of 100...
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Refactoring JavaScript: Turning Bad Code Into Good CodeO'Reilly, 2017

	
		If your JavaScript is a mess, frameworks can only do so much to help. No matter what framework, "compiles-to-JS" language, or library you use, bugs and performance concerns will always be an issue if the underlying quality of your JavaScript is poor. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how test and refactor your...
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Computational Probability: Algorithms and Applications in the Mathematical Sciences (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2007

	
		This title organizes computational probability methods into a systematic treatment. The book examines two categories of problems. "Algorithms for Continuous Random Variables" covers data structures and algorithms, transformations of random variables, and products of independent random variables. "Algorithms for...
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Bridging Laboratory and Field Research for Genetic Control of Disease Vectors (Wageningen UR Frontis Series)Springer, 2006

	Contemporary research on genetic control of disease-transmitting insects knows two kinds of scientists: those that work in the laboratory and those known as ‘field people’. Over the last decade, both groups seem to have developed differing research priorities, address fundamentally different aspects within the overall discipline...
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Beginning OpenOffice 3: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2008
Office suites are one of the most popular types of software, and most computer users will, at some point, find themselves staring at the user interface of a word processor, spreadsheet, or presentation package. Traditionally, office suites have been quite expensive packages, but thanks to the generosity of Sun Microsystems and a massive community...
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